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Deep neural networks (DNN) techniques for aspect-based sentiment classification have been widely
studied. The success of these methods depends largely on training data which are often inadequate
because of the rigor involved in manually tagging large collection of opinionated texts. Attempts have
been made to transfer knowledge from document-level to aspect-level sentiment task. However, the
success of this approach is also dependent on the model because aspect sentiment data like other type
of texts contain complex semantic features. In this paper, we present an attention-based deep learning
technique which jointly learns on document and aspect-level sentiment data and which also transfers
learning from the document-level data to aspect-level sentiment classification. It basically consists of a
convolutional layer and a bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM ) layer. The first variant of
our technique uses convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract high-level semantic features. The
output of the feature extraction is then fed into the BiLSTM layer which captures the contextual feature
representation of the texts. The second variant applies the BiLSTM layer directly on the input data. In
both variants, the output hidden representation is passed to an output layer using softmax activation
function for sentiment polarity classification. We evaluate our model on four standard benchmark
datasets which shows the effectiveness of our approach with improvements over baselines. We also
conduct ablation studies to show the effect of the different document-level weights on the learning
techniques.

CNN
BiLSTM

Joint learning

1. Introduction
Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) involves mining
opinions from text about specific entities (targets) and their
aspects [43] which provides valuable insights to both consumers and businesses for decision making [9]. Current tasks
in aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) includes aspect
category detection, opinion target extraction and aspect sentiment polarity classification [30]. However, the main task
of the three is the sentiment polarity classification, which
actually assists organizations in decision making. The possibility of multiple aspects in an opinionated text implies
equivalent sentiment polarities, one for each aspects in the
text. Sentiment polarity classes have evolved over the years
from the traditional two-way positive and negative classes
with the addition of the neutral class. Furthermore, aspect
sentiment can be expressed at sentence and document levels.
Schouten and Frasincar [33] identifies three major approaches to aspect-based sentiment analysis namely: dictionary-based, supervised machine learning and unsupervised
machine learning. In the dictionary-based approach, a sentiment dictionary is created from lexical resources such as
WordNet [13] by tagging sentiment words (mainly adjectives) into polarity classes leveraging the synonymy/antonymy
relationships. The synonymy/antonymy relations assist in
accurately classifying the opinion words into positive and
negative classes. The opinion texts are classified into sentiment classes using an algorithm centred around the polarity
classes of the sentiment words in each of the texts. In contrast
to dictionary-based approaches, supervised machine learneniafe.ayetiran@achievers.edu.ng (E.F. Ayetiran)
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ing approaches use labeled examples to predict and classify
unlabeled texts into sentiment classes. It can use any of the
widely known supervised algorithms such as support vector
machines (SVM ), neural networks etc. A recent trend in supervised machine learning approach for sentiment analysis is the
use of emotional recurrent units [21] and affective knowledge
with neural networks [23]. Unsupervised machine learning
approaches on the other hand, include algorithms which are
self-learning on unlabeled data to predict sentiment classes
for opinionated texts.
In supervised machine learning approach, attention mechanisms have been shown to achieve good results on aspect
sentiment analysis [39, 24, 34, 25]. This is due to its ability
to focus on different parts of the text and assign different
weights. A major problem with supervised systems is the
lack of adequate labeled training data. As a result of this
reason, in order to enhance learning, knowledge transfer techniques from documents to attention mechanism have also
been studied [17, 16]. On the other hand, the traditional long
short-term memory LSTM networks have been applied to several natural language processing (NLP) techniques, including
aspect-based sentiment analysis due to their ability to learn
long-term dependencies. In this work, we apply bidirectional
LSTM to joint/transfer learning in order to capture past (using
backward layer) and future (using forward layer) contextual
information inherent in opinionated texts. Furthermore, we
also experiment with a variant which first extracts high-level
features using a convolutional neural network (CNN) layer
before capturing the contextual information.
The significant contributions of this work are as follow:
• We develop an attention-based CNN-embedded BiLSTM
model for aspect sentiment classification which learns
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in both direction of an opinionated text and which allows capturing of high-level semantic and contextual
features
• In a departure from previous works in which opinion target representation is usually an average of word
embeddings of the target, we compute the target representation as an average of the BiLSTM hidden vectors
of the target. This can make a remarkable difference
with a considerable number of multi-word targets.
• Experimental evaluation of our hypothetical model
achieves predominant superior performance over the
baselines
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews related work. The knowledge-enhanced model using
attention-based CNN-BiLSTM algorithm is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the experiments. In section 5,
we present and discuss the results. Section 6 presents and
discusses the results of ablation experiments. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related work
2.1. Attention-based network approaches to
aspect-based sentiment analysis
One of the earliest work on attention-based LSTM for
aspect sentiment classification is the work of [39]. They specifically proposed two ways of taking aspect information into
account. The first method is to concatenate aspect vectors
into sentence hidden vectors for computing attention weights.
The second method is to affix the aspect vector into the input
word vectors. Evaluation of their method on SemEval-2014
Task 4 dataset [32] showed improvement over previous techniques. In another work, Liu and Zhang [24] used vanilla
LSTM-based model to induce the attention value of different
parts of a whole sentence with respect to the specific target
mentioned in the sentence. They further modify their model
to differentiate the left and right contexts of the target (aspect) words. They showed improvement on two benchmark
datasets. Ma et al. [25] chose to model opinion targets and
their context separately through what they call interactive
attention networks (IAN). Evaluation of their method was on
SemEval-2014 Task 4 dataset improved baselines excluding
[39] which used the same dataset. Chen et al. [7] proposed
a multiple attention framework to detect the sentiment of
opinion targets. The framework consists of five modules:
input module, memory module, position-weighted memory
module, recurrent attention module, and output module. Evaluation on four benchmark datasets showed improvement in
performance. Fan et al. [12] developed a multiple-attention
neural network model for identification of sentiment polarity
in comments/reviews. Experiments were carried out on four
benchmark datasets. Huang et al. [19] introduced a method
based on neural networks which learns using an attentionover-attention mechanism. This method allows the model to
jointly learn representations for both aspects and sentences
E.F. Ayetiran: Knowledge-Based Systems 252, 109409

and was evaluated on two benchmark datasets covering restaurant and laptop domains. Advancing their previous work,
He et al. [16] proposed two techniques for improving the
effectiveness of attention of contexts towards opinion targets.
The first proposal introduced a target representation that better
captures the semantics of the opinion target. The second introduced syntactic information into the model. These techniques
further improved their previous method when evaluated on
the same datasets. Yang et al. [42] proposes a co-attention
mechanism which models both target and contexts attention
alternately so as to focus on those key words of targets in
order to learn more effective context representation. They
implemented this technique using LSTM and another variation using a co-attention-MemNet network which adopts
a multiple-hops co-attention mechanism The result of their
experiment showed effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Wu et al. [40] have shown that knowledge from multiple
sources can greatly improve aspect sentiment classification.
Their model specifically incorporates sentiment knowledge
from document-level sentiment labels and conjunction relations at clause level. Du et al. [11] proposed an interactive
attention capsule network to tackle the issue of overlapping
feature representations which usually result from multi-aspect
sentences. Experiments on three datasets from SemEval2014 task 4 and Twitter collection achieved superior performance over baselines at the time of reporting. To take the
position of each aspect into consideration, Zhou et al. [44]
proposes position-aware hierarchical transfer (PAHT) model
which consists a combination of components: aspect-based
word position modeling, word encoder, aspect-based word
positional attention, aspect-based segment position modeling,
segment encoder, aspect-based segment positional attention
and sentiment classification. They augmented training data
through hierarchical transfer from sentence-level sentiment
with improved performance. Due to the fact that words may
possibly carry different sentiments for different aspects and
that an aspect’s sentiment might be highly influenced by the
domain-specific knowledge, Meskele and Frasincar [27] proposed a hybrid solution using a lexicalized domain ontology
and a regularized neural attention model. A bidirectional context attention mechanism is introduced to measure the weight
of each aspect word in an opinionated text to determine its
polarity. They reported superior results on some standard
benchmark datasets. Yadav et al. [41] proposed a positionless
attention-based sentiment classification using bidirectional recurrent gated units. The crux of their work is the elimination
of aspect words’ positions and positional embeddings.

2.2. Knowledge-enhanced approaches to
aspect-based sentiment analysis
In recent times, due to the problem of inadequate training
data, incorporation of lexical and/or external knowledge into
several NLP areas is attracting increasing attention. These
areas include but not limited to text classification [2], word
sense disambiguation [4, 3] and sentiment analysis. In order
to enhance learning, He et al. [17] introduced an enhanced
attention-based LSTM model for aspect sentiment classificaPage 2 of 9
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tion using pretrained and multitask learning on document and
aspect-level data. Experimentation on a combination of the
two approaches is done by obtaining the average of results
from five runs using random weight for initialization. Evaluation of this approach including a series of ablation studies
showed improvement over baselines. Chen and Qian [8] also
developed a transfer learning method called Transfer Capsule
Network (TransCap) which transfers document-level knowledge to aspect-level sentiment classifier. Their method involves what they referred to as aspect routing approach which
encapsulates the sentence-level semantic representations into
semantic capsules from both aspect-level and document-level
data. They evaluated their model on SemEval-2014 Task 4
[32]. Kazmaier and van Vuuren [20] leverage unstructured,
opinionated data combined with structured sources for sentiment classification. In a shift from general sentiment analysis,
Bao et al. [6] leveraged lexical information incorporated into
a baseline attention-based LSTM model for aspect-based sentiment analysis. This approach was introduced to enhance
the flexibility and robustness of the model. In the first stage
of their algorithm, a hybrid lexicon is built from the merger
of four different lexicons. In the second stage, the lexical
information obtained from the merger was first linearly transformed for dimensional compatibility and then the attention
vector learned from the baseline LSTM model was applied to
the transformed lexical information. In the final stage, a regularizer was applied to the attention vector to prevent potential
overfitting. Experiments conducted on SemEval-2014 Task
4 [32] resulted in improvement over baselines. Li et al. [22]
proposed a novel padding method for sentiment classification
of user reviews. This is in contrast to the traditional zero
padding technique. The underlying idea is to make input data
consistent in size and to improve the composition of sentiment information in the reviews. Their method integrates
lexicon into a combined model comprising convolutional
neural networks (CNN) and conventional LSTM or Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM ) in a two-channel mode. Experimental
evaluation on Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST) dataset [35]
and Chinese tourism review dataset shows improvement over
baselines of LSTM , BiLSTM , Dependency Tree-structured
LSTM among others.
In order to address the issue of sparsity of training data
and complex semantic features in opinionated texts, we propose a knowledge-enhanced deep neural architecture. Our
algorithm includes a transfer learning module which enables
knowledge transfer from a model pretrained on documentlevel data to the aspect-level model. The algorithm also
includes joint learning module which enables the model to
learn on both aspect-level and document-level data simultaneously. Other details are discussed in Section 3.

3. Model description
We describe the problem, the attention-based CNN-BiLSTM
model, the transfer and joint learning techniques. The base
CNN -BiLSTM architecture is presented in Figure 1. Detailed
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description of the components and their interrelationships
are presented in Section 3.2 to 3.4.
r

3.1. Problem formulation
Given an opinionated
) sentence 𝑠 consisting of 𝑛 words
𝑠 = {𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , ....., 𝑤𝑛 } and an opinion target 𝑎 consisting
of a word or(sequence of words of) size 𝑚 and occurring in
sentence 𝑠, 𝑎 = {𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , ....., 𝑎𝑚 } , aspect-level sentiment
classification aims to determine the sentiment polarity 𝑃 of
the sentence 𝑠 towards the opinion target 𝑎.
(

3.2. Convolutional neural networks
Convolutional neural network CNN [14] has become one
of the most popular choice in the field of deep learning. Computer vision based on convolutional neural networks has enabled accomplishments that had been considered impossible
in the past decades. These areas include face recognition,
autonomous vehicles and intelligent medical treatment. They
have also recently found applications in sequence modeling
problems such as text classification, sentiment analysis, prediction tasks among others. Convolutional neural network is
a kind of feedforward neural network that is able to extract
features from data with convolution structures. Different
from the traditional feature extraction methods, CNN does
not need to extract features manually. The CNN component
of our architecture uses a single-dimensional convolutional
layer with 𝑚 filters and 𝑘 kernels. For each word 𝑤 in sentence 𝑠, the word embeddings vector 𝑒𝑤 from an embedding
matrix 𝐸 ∈ ℝ𝑉 ×𝑑 , (where V is the vocabulary size of the
embedding matrix and 𝑑, the dimension) is fed into the convolutional layer and activated with Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
activation. The output is then fed into the BiLSTM layer.

3.3. Bidirectional LSTM
The original long short-term memory LSTM [18] was
developed to address the exploding and vanishing gradient
problems inherent in traditional feed-forward neural networks.
The LSTM architecture has three gates; an input gate 𝑖𝑡 , a
forget gate 𝑓𝑡 , an output gate 𝑜𝑡 . It also has a memory cell
𝑐𝑡 which enables it to learn long-distance dependencies in a
sequence and a hidden state ℎ𝑡 . The transition equations of
the LSTM are as follows:
( [
)
]
𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎 𝑤𝑖 ℎ𝑡−1 , 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖
(1)
( [
)
]
𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎 𝑤𝑓 ℎ𝑡−1 , 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑓

(2)

( [
)
]
𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎 𝑤𝑜 ℎ𝑡−1 , 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜

(3)

( [
)
]
𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ⊙ 𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ⊙ tanh 𝑤𝑐 ℎ𝑡−1 , 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑐

(4)

( )
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ⊙ tanh 𝑐𝑡

(5)
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Figure 1: cnn-Bilstm framework for aspect sentiment classification

where 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑤𝑓 and 𝑤𝑜 are the weights of the neurons. 𝑏𝑖 ,
𝑏𝑓 and 𝑏𝑜 are the biases to be learned during training. 𝜎
denotes a logistic sigmoid function and ⊙ denotes elementwise multiplication. 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ() is a hyperbolic tangent function.
Bidirectional LSTM [15] is a variant of the conventional LSTM
which consists of two LSTM s that are run forward and backward simultaneously on the input sequence. The backward
LSTM is used to capture the past contextual information while
the forward LSTM is used to capture future contextual information. In our algorithm, the input sequences are either from
the extracted feature sequence from the convolutional layer
or directly from the word embeddings of the opinionated
sentences. Therefore, the final hidden state is obtained using
equation 6:
(
)
ℎ𝑡 = 𝜇 ℎ⃖⃖⃗𝑡 , ⃖⃖⃖
ℎ𝑡
(6)
where 𝜇 is the average of the two hidden states.

size of the embedding matrix and 𝑑 is the dimension.The bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM ) with trainable parameters 𝜃𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑚
is used to capture the sequential and contextual information.
The output are hidden representations of the input as presented in equation 7:
[ℎ1 , ...., ℎ𝑛 ] = 𝐵𝑖LSTM ([𝑒𝑤1 , ...., 𝑒𝑤𝑛 ], 𝜃𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑚 )

The final target-specific representation for a sentence 𝑠 of
length 𝑛 is given by 𝑧 as in equation 8:
𝑧𝑠 =

𝑛
∑

𝛼𝑖 ℎ𝑖

(8)

𝑖=1

where 𝛼 is an attention layer which assigns weight to each
word in the sentence and ℎ is the hidden representation of
the sentence. 𝛼 is computed as in equation 9:

3.4. Attention-based BiLSTM

𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑏𝑖 )
𝛼 = ∑𝑛
𝑖=𝑗 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑏𝑗 )

Following the work of [17], each opinionated text which
comprises words 𝑤𝑖 are represented by their word embeddings 𝑒𝑤𝑖 still from 𝐸 ∈ ℝ𝑉 ×𝑑 , where V is the vocabulary

(
)
𝑏𝑖 = 𝑓𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ℎ𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠
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(7)

(9)

(10)
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1∑
ℎ
𝑚 𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖
𝑚

𝑡𝑠 =

(11)

𝑓𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 is a function which computes the weight of each word
𝑤𝑖 in sentence 𝑠 based on the semantic and contextual relationships between ℎ𝑖 and 𝑡𝑠 . 𝑡𝑠 is the average of the hidden
representation of the target.
The sentence representation 𝑧 is fed into output layer
using softmax activation function to predict the probability
distribution 𝑃 over sentiment labels as presented in equation
12.
(
)
𝑃 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑤𝑜 𝑧 + 𝑏𝑜

(12)

where 𝑤𝑜 and 𝑏𝑜 are the output weight and bias respectively.
The attention-based model is trained through cross-entropy
minimization as given by equation 13:
𝐽 =−

∑

( )
log𝑃𝑖 𝐶𝑖

(13)

𝑖∈𝐷

where 𝐷(is the
) training dataset, 𝐶𝑖 is the true label for sample
𝑖 and 𝑃𝑖 𝐶𝑖 is the probability of true label given sample 𝑖.

3.5.3. Joint and transfer learning
In this module, the joint and transfer learning techniques
are combined with the pretrained weights from documentlevel data used to fine-tune training on both aspect-level and
document-level data.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets description
Experiments were run on four benchmark datasets covering restaurant and laptop domains from SemEval-2014 Task
4 [32], SemEval-2015 task 12 [31] and SemEval-2016 task
5 [30]. The statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 1 as
RES14 (restaurant domain of SemEval-2014 Task 4), LAP14
(laptop domain of SemEval-2014 Task 4), RES15 (restaurant
domain of SemEval-2015 task 12) and RES16 (restaurant
domain of SemEval-2016 task 5)
For the document-level dataset, we use the dataset derived
by [17] from YELP2014 dataset [37] covering restaurant
domain and Amazon electronics dataset [26] covering electronics domain. Each of the datasets contain 30,000 entries
with equal number of polarity labels. The polarity labels are
presented as ratings ranging from 1 to 5. In order to have
a uniform labels as the aspect-level data, these ratings were
converted to a 3-class classification with ratings < 3, = 3
and > 3 taken as negative, neutral and positive polarities
respectively.

3.5. Learning techniques
The attention-based BiLSTM is the base model with parameters given in equation 14:
{
}
𝜃𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝐸, 𝜃𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑚 , 𝑤𝑎 , 𝑤𝑜 , 𝑤𝑏
(14)
where 𝐸, 𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑚, 𝑤𝑎 , 𝑤𝑜 and 𝑤𝑏 are embeddings, bidirectional LSTM , aspect attention, output and bias weights respectively.

3.5.1. Joint learning
In this technique, a model is jointly trained on the aspectlevel data and document-level data with the embeddings and
BiLSTM layers shared between the two tasks. A document
is represented as an average vector over BiLSTM outputs.
The loss function is a linear combination of losses from the
individual tasks given by equation 15:
𝐿 = 𝐿𝑎 + 𝜆𝐿𝑑

(15)

where 𝜆 ∈ [0, 1] is a hyperparameter which controls the
weight of 𝐿𝑑

3.5.2. Transfer learning
A model is first trained on document-level samples with
the same parameters as that of the base model without the attention and aspect layers. The training objective is also cross
entropy minimization. The pretrained weights of the word
embeddings, BiLSTM and the output layers are initialized and
used to fine-tune training on the aspect-level data. For the
BiLSTM layer, the last hidden vector output is used as the
document representation.
E.F. Ayetiran: Knowledge-Based Systems 252, 109409

4.2. Experimental settings
The model was developed using Keras [10] with Tensorflow [1] as the backend. RMSprop [38] was chosen as the
optimization algorithm with learning rate of 1×𝑒−3 and decay
rate of 0.9. The model was regularized with a Dropout [36]
probability of 0.2. The batch size for the document-pretrained
and the aspect-level models are 25 and 16 respectively. Pretrained language models including ones based on word senses
[5] and subword information [28] are usually employed in
initializing deep learning models. In this case, in both the
pretrained document-level and aspect-level models, a 300dimension GloVe embeddings [29] (trained on 840 billions
word tokens) was used to initialize words. The models were
trained for 10 epochs to select the best results. 𝜆 is set to 1
for the adjustment of the loss function at the document-level.
The aspect-level training data was split by random sampling
into 20% validation set and 80% training set.

5. Results and discussions
The results obtained from CNN-BiLSTM and BiLSTM variants of our algorithm are presented in Table 2. It comprises
results for the different learning techniques; CNN-BiLSTM
and BiLSTM on only aspect data without joint and/or transfer learning (denoted CNN-BiLSTM (S) and BiLSTM (S) respectively), CNN-BiLSTM and BiLSTM with joint learning
(denoted CNN-BiLSTM (J) and BiLSTM (J) respectively), CNNBiLSTM and BiLSTM with transfer learning (denoted CNNBiLSTM (T) and BiLSTM (T) respectively) and CNN-BiLSTM
and BiLSTM with both joint and transfer learning (denoted
Page 5 of 9
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Table 1
Statistics of the experimental datasets
Positive

Neutral

Negative

Dataset

Train

Test

Train

Test

Train

Test

REST 14

2164

728

637

196

807

196

994

341

464

169

870

128

REST 15

1178

439

50

35

382

328

REST 16

1620

597

88

38

709

190

LAP 14

Table 2
Accuracy (Acc) (%) and macro-F1 (%) of the cnn-Bilstm algorithm on the learning techniques with the
best performance in bold
RES14
Method

LAP14

RES15

RES16

Acc

Macro-F1

Acc

Macro-F1

Acc

Macro-F1

Acc

Macro-F1

BiLSTM (S)

77.77

68.50

67.71

65.10

76.68

65.38

83.88

68.65

CNN -BiLSTM (S)

77.05

66.78

72.26

67.98

77.58

60.34

83.39

63.83

BiLSTM (J)

78.75

67.66

71.94

68.22

83.04

71.13

86.55

73.29

CNN -BiLSTM (J)

77.77

68.18

71.47

68.29

80.55

68.34

85.33

71.79

BiLSTM (T)

78.84

68.37

71.32

67.06

83.29

68.74

86.67

74.44

CNN -BiLSTM (T)

77.59

67.51

72.41

68.95

79.05

69.06

84.61

70.80

BiLSTM (J/T)

80.18

71.40

71.63

67.88

81.55

66.34

87.27

72.92

CNN -BiLSTM (J/T)

81.96

74.16

69.75

65.18

81.17

69.43

86.42

72.35

CNN -BiLSTM (J/T) and BiLSTM (J/T) respectively). The results reveals that CNN-BiLSTM has the best performance on

RES14 using joint/transfer learning and on LAP14 using only
aspect data though with better Macro-F1 using joint learning.
The BiLSTM performs best on RES15 in terms of accuracy
using transfer learning. However, in terms of Macro-F1, the
joint learning outperforms others. On RES16, BiLSTM with
joint/transfer learning has the best accuracy but has the best
Macro-F1 with transfer learning. The model generally benefits from the joint and/or transfer learning.
Table 3 compares the performance of our model with
other methods based on attention mechanisms and transfer/augmented learning for aspect-sentiment classification.
A brief highlights of the compared related methods are as
follow:
• EDK: EDK [17] enhanced aspect sentiment classification using an LSTM -based model through pretrained
and multitask learning. It presented results of several
variants obtained by calculating the average of five
runs with random weight initializations. The variants
with the best results are used for comparison.
• PABS-BiGRU: PABS-BIGRU [41] proposed a positionless attention-based sentiment classification using bidirectional recurrent gated units.
• ATAE-LSTM: ATAE-LSTM [39] computed attention
E.F. Ayetiran: Knowledge-Based Systems 252, 109409

weights by appending the aspect vector into the input
word vectors.
• IAN: IAN [25] modeled opinion targets and their context separately through interactive attention networks.
• RAM: RAM [7] proposed a multiple attention framework to detect the sentiment of opinion targets.
• MGAN: MGAN [12] developed a multiple-attention
neural network model for identification of sentiment
polarity in comments/reviews
• AOA: AOA [19] introduced a method based on neural
networks which uses an attention-over-attention in
learning.
• TransCap: TRANSCAP [8] transferred document-level
knowledge to aspect-level sentiment classifier using
Transfer Capsule Network.
• IACapsNet: IACAPSNET [11] proposed an interactive
attention capsule network to tackle the issue of overlapping feature representation which usually results from
multi-aspect sentences.
A juxtaposition of the performance of the compared methods reveals for RES14 dataset, that our method achieves
state-of-the-art accuracy and Macro-F1 with 81.96% and
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Results comparison with baseline models. Results with † means the results were obtained directly as published
while those without were obtained from open source codes. Best results in bold.
RES14
Method

Acc

LAP14

Macro-F1

RES15

RES16

Acc

Macro-F1

Acc

Macro-F1

Acc

Macro-F1

EDK[17]

79.11†

69.73†

71.32†

68.53†

81.30†

68.74†

85.58†

70.73†

PABS-BiGRU[41]

81.37†

72.06†

75.39†

70.50†

80.88†

62.48†

89.30†

66.93†

ATAE-LSTM[39]

77.20†

67.02

68.70†

63.93

78.48

60.53

83.77

61.71

IAN[25]

79.26

70.09

72.05

67.38

78.54

52.65

84.74

55.21

RAM[7]

80.23†

70.80†

74.49†

71.35†

79.98†

60.57†

83.88†

62.14†

MGAN[12]

81.25†

71.94†

75.39†

72.47†

79.36

57.26

87.06

62.29

AOA[19]

79.97

70.42

72.62

67.52

78.17

57.02

87.50

66.21

TransCap[8]

79.27†

70.85†

73.87†

70.10†

-

-

-

-

IACapsNet[11]

81.79†

73.40†

76.80†

73.29†

-

-

-

-

Ours

81.96

74.16

72.26

68.95

83.29

71.13

87.27

74.44

Table 4
Results of ablation studies with various document-level weights (by varying 𝜆) on the datasets.
The best indicated in bold
RES14

LAP14

RES15

RES16

Acc

Macro-F1

Acc

Macro-F1

Acc

Macro-F1

Acc

Macro-F1

0.1

79.20

69.01

68.54

65.22

81.55

64.83

84.68

68.23

0.2

79.10

69.17

68.32

66.79

81.30

65.28

83.22

68.65

0.3

78.75

68.14

67.86

66.55

81.22

65.44

85.22

67.93

0.4

78.12

67.86

68.04

67.11

81.49

66.12

83.66

69.45

0.5

79.22

68.11

69.01

66.68

82.92

67.41

84.91

70.26

0.6

79.79

69.02

68.35

67.92

82.01

66.72

85.25

69.83

0.7

79.45

67.87

69.71

68.05

81.28

67.53

83.66

71.34

0.8

80.04

68.35

70.69

67.58

81.67

68.02

85.72

70.94

𝜆

0.9

79.36

70.14

69.57

68.17

82.79

66.96

85.49

71.33

1.0

81.96

74.16

72.26

68.95

83.29

71.13

87.27

74.44

74.16% respectively. IACapsNet is the best performing on
LAP14 dataset with accuracy of 76.80% and Macro-F1 of
73.29%. On RES15 dataset, our method outperforms other
methods with accuracy and Macro-F1 of 83.29% and 71.13%
respectively. PABS-BIGRU performs best on RES16 in terms
of accuracy with 89.30% while our method is the best in
Macro-F1 with 74.44%. On the laptop domain, our model
did not generalize well and performs below some of the compared algorithms. This is because the document-level data
comes from general electronics domain most of which are
not specific about laptops. It is noteworthy that our method
achieves a significant superior Macro-F1 on the RES15 and
RES16 datasets with an average difference to trailing results
of about 3%.

6. Ablation studies
We conduct ablation experiments to show the effect of
different document-level weights on the best among joint,
transfer and joint/transfer learning techniques by varying the
values of 𝜆 from 0.1 to 0.9 compared with the main model
which uses 1.0. The results of the experiments are presented
in Table 4.
The results show diverse performance with various documentlevel weights on each of the datasets. However, 𝜆 value of 1
remains the optimal value, consistently producing the best
performance across the datasets.

7. Conclusion
It is an indisputable fact that inadequate training data is
still a major problem affecting the accuracy of aspect senti-
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ment classification. Consequent upon this, we show in this
work that aspect sentiment classification can significantly
benefit from data augmentation transfer and/or joint learning
on document and aspect-level sentiment data. Furthermore,
we hypothesize and show that aspect sentiment classification can gain from effective representation of the complex
semantic features in opinionated texts through the application
of attention mechanism with deep neural networks. Experimental results, including those of ablation studies proves the
effectiveness of our method.
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